AR Tactical Rifle Rule Highlights
The Tactical Rifle discipline provides an opportunity for shooters to get a taste of rifle competition
without spending an exorbitant amount of money. Equipment normally found in other types of High
Power Rifle Competition such as Match Rifle, Palma Rifle, and F‐Class Rifle, will not be permitted in this
discipline. To understand the spirit of this new shooting program, think of this as “prone Service Rifle
with a bipod and a scope.”
Since we will be single feeding each round as we shoot alongside F‐Class and other prone disciplines, we
will allow a single‐shot sled such as the "Bob Sled" to accommodate single round feeding.








AR‐Platform in .223/5.56mm up to and including .308 cal./7.62mm.
Harris‐type bipods and limited rear rests.
Trigger pull not less than 4.5 pounds.
Maximum 20" barrel.
Overall weight of rifle including one empty magazine, bipod, and sighting system (scope) may
not exceed 14 pounds.
Scope not to exceed 15x magnification.
Targets used are MR‐63, MR‐65, MR‐1, and LR (for 300, 500, 600, and 800 yards, respectively).

NRA Mid‐Range (Prone) Tactical Rifle (AR) Rule: See Section 23 in the NRA 2020 High Power Rifle Rule
Book for details regarding Tactical Rifle competitions.
CMP AR Tactical Rifle: See Rule 4.1.9 in the CMP Highpower Rifle Rule Book for details regarding
Tactical Rifle competitions.
Tactical Rifle Course of Fire (60 shots + sighters)
Each competition will generally consist of three shooting matches at one yardage and a fourth match
that consist of the aggregate score of the three shooting matches.





Match 1 ‐ unlimited sighters and 20 shots for record in 23 minutes
Match 2 ‐ 2 convertible sighters and 20 shots for record in 22 minutes
Match 3 ‐ 2 convertible sighters and 20 shots for record in 22 minutes
Match 4 ‐ aggregate of scores fired in Matches 1‐3

